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ABSTRACT 
Internet of Things is the concoction of solely assured computing devices which are 
embedded inside the accessible Internet Infrastructure. So, Internet of Things essentially is 
connecting Embedded Systems toward Internet. Hence, before going to IoT, first 
understand the concept of Embedded Systems. In this paper, first section describes about 
Embedded Systems and their boards, importance of Arduino. Second section explains the 
concept of basic architecture of IoT and devices of IoT. Third section consists of various 
platforms of IoT in detail. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Embedded controllers like DEC Alpha, MIPS, SuperH and so on are the 
spirit of Embedded systems. Mainly those make a distinction of embedded 
controllers through Microprocessors is their interior memory of read and 
write. Thus anyone be capable of developing light weight programs using 
Embedded C or Assembly language among application resembling Keil and 
blaze the application addicted to the hardware. This application keeps track 
of runs on a loop [1][2]. The majority of the ES contains a solitary 
application is blaze through numerous sequence of program instructions. 
Hence, distinct users of Personal Computers, embedded controller devices 
in an Embedded System run on a single application considerably. The users 
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are able to attach numerous IO devices through these embedded controllers 
are either I/O Mapped or Memory mapped. These easy components of 
hardware devices include Printers, Key boards [3][5], LCD monitors and so 
on. By using Analog to Digital convertor interfaces the user can attach 
various sensors. 

These strategies preserve the organize of high voltage, power and present 
ranking strategies such as Bulbs using drive devices, motors, fans like 
Relayoptocoupler etc. From simple DIY Robots to additional business 
systems such as ovens, Washing Machines, Cars, AC Controllers, hand held 
devices, Railway and Bus Bill printers Embedded System is throughout the 
world[7][8].  

Internet of Things (IoT) is a contemporary message sending exemplar that 
envisions a in the vicinity of future, in which the objects of daily life resolve 
and outfitted amid Micro-controllers, Transceivers used for digital 
statement, and appropriate set of rules load with the purpose of making 
them to Communicate with one to one and with the specific users, to turn 
into a primary component of the Web. Internet of Things aims by building 
the Internet flat further immersive and omnipresent additionally, through 
enable simple right of entry and dealings with a extensive range of devices 
like, for example, Appliances of house, Supervision Cameras, Monitoring 
Sensors, Actuators, Displays, Vehicles etc., 

Internet of Things force cultivate the expansion of a quantity of applications 
to make an utilization of the potential gigantic quantity and mixture of 
generated data  by such things for providing innovative services to society, 
companies and public administrations. The archetype undeniably finds 
appliance in several dissimilar domains, like Automations of homes and 
industries, medicinal aids, healthcare on mobiles, old aid, intellectual vigor 
administration and Smart grids, Auto-motive, Traffic Management and so 
on. To expand skills to archetype Mobile enabled products use state of the 
art techniques. Develop a software and hardware environment to guide users 
through the IoT.  

IoT is connection through internet of embedded systems and smart objects 
further than those wireless phones can be attached through external devices 
of hardware and personal computers, tablets, wireless phones and laptops 
are remotely access core of IoT[5][6]. To analyze the importance of 
Embedded Systems in the Internet of Things, this paper is organized into 
three Sections. In this paper, first section describes about Embedded 
Systems. Second section explains the concept of basic architecture of IoT 
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and devices of IoT. Third section consists of various platforms of IoT in 
detail. 

2.  EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND ITS BOARDS 

Embedded Systems are most attractive because the following are the some 
factors such as autonomous, less cost, less space and less power etc. 

According to the autonomous factor users build specific systems to a 
meticulous application. Regular peripherals of a program can be able to 
move embedded controller unit into new smart controllers such as oven 
controller and washing machine controllers etc. Embedded systems can be 
built these type of smart devices based on their requirement. The distinct 
users can’t work without monitors like that an embedded system can’t 
specifically need output devices [9][8].   

As per the factor of less expenditure, the expenditure of the embedded 
controller unit is lesser than the developed one. 

Along with less space, apparently Embedded System takes very minute 
space compared to other mini laptops.  

In relation with many embedded controllers are admired options for 
embedded systems access at same voltages and same voltage power 
supplies. Here voltage regulators rectify through filters. 

Other factors like input and output devices cost and speed, consumption of 
energy per instructions and so on. 

DragonBoard™ 410c is a Single Board Computer which is proficient of 
consecutively a diversity of dissimilar Operating Systems, to facilitate 
individual told the users can be open to select the Operating System and the 
user thinks it is most excellent fit for users. Now, users know that it is a 
varied user support for this DragonBoard. Whether Windows user or a Mac 
user, or prefer Android over Ubuntu, select an Operating System to greatest 
agile to user requirements, download, installation process and flashing pro 
all presently offered Operating Systems. As the varied scenery of this board 
follow multiple ways to flash users new Operating System and grant an 
advantages and disadvantages for the different methods. By the end 
switching between Operating System can be simple and exhilarating to 
users of each and every level of skills.  
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2.1. Common Embedded Boards for ES  

These embedded boards are supported for various embedded controllers and 
can be developed by standard software and hardware units. The following 
table shows the various sample boards can be used for embedded system 
applications [16]. 

Table.1: Common Embedded Boards for Embedded Systems 

CatalystBT Ultra low power CoM based on Intel 
CatalystCV Ultra stumpy clout and multicore CPU based on latest 

Intel processor 
CatalystTC Small form factor of Intel 
CatalystLP stumpy power and high concert solution based on 

Intel 
CatalystFX Stretchy elucidation operational with Intel for multi-

media and IO applications. 
Vector stumpy power, EPIC SBC in Intel 
ALUDRA solitary embark computer with grain processor 
CatalystEC EPIC solitary embark computer with grain processor 
ISIS XL Central processing unit module with extensive 

warmth Intel atom stumpy power  
Catalyst Module 
XL 

solitary embark computer based on Intel processor 

Integrated Development Environment can be developed for easily accessing 
of develop, burn and debug software for the production [11][12]. Managing 
hardware in the chips users can use compact kits for most complex 
applications instead of embedded controllers. 

Arduino is the truly evolved embedded kit by a DIY .It will give knowledge 
to understand the boards of embedded systems also used in Internet of 
Things [14]. This architecture is the combination of Atmel embedded 
controller family through particular hardware towards a board which 
contains built-in boot loader for plugs and run embedded applications. This 
Arduino software helps to write, debug and burn applications into Arduino 
through an IDE [16]. This IDE may get the serial data from the board 
through serial communication. This software is common to embedded 
systems and Internet of Things. Users can use communication devices such 
as Bluetooth, CDMA, USB, Wi-Fi and so on. Embedded system can be 
remotely reconfiguring one or more Embedded Systems as middle wares on 
a remote terminal like computers, Laptops, Tablets and so on. As per 
module unit control and Embedded System category will be checkered, it 
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offers the support for easier managing of multifaceted System. Among 
these strategy to persuade interoperability, ensure security and defend 
privacy and possessions rights, the Internet of Things will starts to get total 
potential particularly hold close decision making of data driven. 

3. BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF IOT AND ITS DEVICES 

Internet of Things and its devices are mix with smart things and embedded 
systems through internet with different IP addresses those were discover 
and communicate. IoT are basically Embedded Systems and elegant 
substance coupled to Internet with exceptional IP address which can be 
naked and communicated on Internet. These comprise Sensors external 
peripheral devices and actuators external peripheral devices. 

Coming to day to day activities cell headset is principally an Embedded 
System through a CPU by the innermost component has flaunt on output 
devices. These sustain broad diversity of sensors like accelerometer, 
ambient light sensors, gyroscope etc. These are associated to internet cell 
phones get unique IP addresses, know how to access internet. Further it can 
be fit virtually on each and every IoT descriptions. Smart objects are the 
objects that are not only have a state, have specific data which is associated 
through a state but an object and also verify the character, duration and 
protocols of connectivity[10][15]. Some techniques like Near Field 
Communication, Bluetooth Low Energy and Radio Frequency Identification 
create it the usage of cell phones. 

Radio frequency identification, Blue-tooth stumpy oomph and Near Field 
Communication craft it doable to exploit our headset as a whilst of readers. 
Tap the devices with specific objects users can be capable of extracting the 
information [9]. RFID and NFC tags have not any type of embedded 
systems [1]. However, the data may be from internet with the help of 
readers. This type of objects is called as smart objects. The devices of 
Internet of Things can be divided into two broad categories. These are 
Wearable and embedded controllers. One of the important examples of this 
is digital watches. The following are the five features of wearable devices. 

1. Easy to use: These devices are successful innovative products for reality 
of services and easy to use. Wearable devices are most waterproof products. 
2. Better battery life: These devices can be able to work with less power and 
contains greater life of battery. 
3. Ecosystems: This app contains proper set of instructions to get the real 
life examples. 
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4. Data security: Physically assist the devices from others and assist as 
information related things like secure mail applications, secure browsers 
and secure clouds. 
5. Managing hands free: These things manage in reality of applications 
through phone. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Basic architecture of IoT` 
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4.  SOME PLATFORMS OF IOT 
 
These platforms can be divided into two ways that are wearable and 
embedded. Programmers develop their apps for wearable like Samsung 
gear, peeble and make own platform for embedded solutions and build apps 
for that platforms [6]. 
4.1 Wearable Platforms 
Most powerful platform for mobile and wearable devices is Tizen. It makes 
to build some solutions for this platform. Digital or smart watches are 
familiar in daily life. These types of Android applications can be building 
and tested in Eclipse environment. Another wearable platform is salesforce 
through this the users can develop good applications. These can be 
upgraded from peeble to googleglass. 
4.2 Embedded Platforms 
The best platform for embedded IoT is Arduino. In this platform users want 
to set Android through Ethernet shield. These platforms work with serial 
communications and develop smart applications with this. 
4.2.1Raspberry Pi is perhaps the greatest thing to ensue in DIY Internet of 
Things.  Broad series of data drive applications such as domicile compact 
disk servers, automations of home server; file server can be built with this 
Pi. Pi has commonly used these IO pins like Arduino. But working of these 
sensors is little much dreary in Pi. 
4.2.2 Intel Edison is another IoT platform incorporated Wi-Fi and BLE. It 
covers huge place of industries with seventy pin interface. It supports some 
other platforms like node.js and Arduino.  
4.2.3Intel Galileo is an extra platform by Intel which chains the Arduino 
Uno. It is the first Arduino compatible device of Intel devices.  
4.3 Cloud Platform for IoT 
In the predictable vending machine the user wants to compress a button or 
locate a coin to generate the procedure of fluid flow, which stops once 
particular magnitude. At present how to integrate Google or Paypal hard 
cash through the retailing contraption? How a client discovers the retailing 
contraption as Website in conjunction through this place and then pays 
online pro a glass of beverage. Formerly after successful payment client get 
an access of token [13]. Client knows how to surpass the indication to the 
contraption through NFC and bingo punter receives his/ her slurp. This is 
for the most part proficient and vital logic to understand the Internet of 
Things and various services such as online payment gateway. Different 
hardware platforms reminiscent of implanted embark of the retailing 
contraption and elegant things or objects, data such as GPS, Near Field 
Communication towards this environment [12].  At present the user can be 
able to mix payment through online into potion retailing contraption, and 
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not deliberate for a district Washing Machine, payment services of toll gate 
and data of ECG for medical diagnosis into cloud and various doctors may 
view it and give their valuable suggestions about the state of patients. 
All the above things are possible in cloud environment and to understand 
the web and designing the applications towards the cloud. Various modules 
like web of machines in M2M, M2O, any communication modules are 
common and demand the data which is available for sharing and API ‘s of 
Cloud also help for this. The user can make a discovery of devices in web 
and to allocate permanent IP address, manage routers and for various skills 
of networking. The user can not have any knowledge to make the network 
for Internet of Things. 
Yaler is an enormous exemplar of what Services and Cloud is able to 
convey to table. This provides alliance when a Service is to facilitate the 
gadget is simply ascertain and commune on the network exclusive of a lot 
hassle and takes much care on beneath security. Some of the following are 
examples of these platforms [13]. Axeda provide Infrastructure for Machine 
to Machine architecture. OpenIoT is free open source platform to provide 
other services and different Sensing as a Service (Se aa S).Google also 
previously combines the location services during the cloud. It knows how to 
be extracted some devices and keep updates of status in Face book and 
Twitter for other searching purposes. Hence, CloudAPI has a enormous 
talent in IoT of all architecture levels from firmware to hardware to most 
top level architectures. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper explained about significance of embedded systems and Internet 
of Things. Embedded systems can be able to develop single applications 
like ovens, washing machines etc. By using this Internet of Things the users 
can be able to develop smart applications like automation of homes, health 
care data etc. To develop these types of applications we know about 
embedded boards which are used in embedded systems and Internet of 
Things. And which platforms are related to this. 
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